
MOUNTAIN DEW SELECTING NEW CREATIVE

III. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Mountain Dew the magnificent cash cow for Pepsico was invented in and was taken over
by PepsiCo in The original.

Also, cola growth slowed and the "flavor" CSDs did very well. Later in s, techno music began making
significant inroads into American youth culture. Needs to have MASS appeal â€¦. PepsiCo had similar
problems with the introduction of Crystal Pepsi the clear crisp cola , though was able to establish Pepsi One as
a niche brand. The yellow-green product and strong citrus flavor are represented over and over by the
gleaming sun sparkling in beautiful natural settings. Pop and Rock stars influence younger generations, there
are live music concerts held all over the year. Pepsi and Mountain Dew were the number two and three soft
drinks. The most challenging aspect of brand management according to PepsiCo One of the company? Under
the Cap Game 2. Exhiliration and suiting to an irreverent, daring and fun personality BBDO came up with a
set of 5 creatives from which 3 are to be short listed They are:- 1. Three musical trends dominated the
airwaves in the s. This campaign pulled in the image of active outdoor lifestyle. We forecast to earn and
allocate financial rewards to investors to increase the value of investment to the internal and external
stakeholders. The closely-framed shots, which put 4 Mountain Dew: Selecting New Creative the viewer in the
middle of the action, also suggested excitement and energy. PepsiCo monitored both the effectiveness of
individual ads, as well as the cumulative impact of advertising on the overall health of the Mountain Dew
brand. Strategies focuses on: I. For , three of four spots produced relied upon different creative ideas. It should
reduce its impact on the environment through various water, energy, and packaging initiatives. Cool is all you
got. PepsiCo is also interested in commitment to their investors while adhering to the highest standards of
integrity and social responsibility. Often the ads featured casual coed athletic activities that always ended in a
plunge into a rural pond or creek. Although there are several new entries that came and went and did not last
long and many did not rise up to the level of Mountain Dew. And these perceptions, in turn, drive sales. We a
group of three Masters of Management students analyzed a concerning issue on their advertising campaign
whereby their concentration on extreme sports campaign is overexposed since other competitors are also
embarking on similar idea to advertise their products. They use to run a bottling plant in Knoxville, USA. And
the advertising continued to significantly outperform competition. Your refreshing attitude. The retail
carbonated soft drinks CSD category had long been dominated by the two cola giants, Coke and Pepsi. Pepsi
rolled out lemon-lime Slice in the s to compete against Sprite, but soon withdrew support for that brand. The
segmentation was decided after vigorous exercise in market research and the marketing team mainly adopting
the quantitative method of data gathering. Sprite, Mountain Dew, and Dr. The company brand image need to
rebrand in order to compete with other non carbonated soft drinks such as juice drink and energy drink. Dew
Dude chase down a cheetah on a mountain bike 2 3. The objective of this plan is to offer initial and long
lasting consistent quality and value to the stakeholders and is longed to be achieved through sales growth, cost
control and strategic investment of resources while providing products that are reliable, full, economically
capable and environmentally sound. The Dew dude catches up to Cheetah, holds its mouth , put his hand into
the mouth and through to stomach and takes out an empty Dew can with few holes. Corporate Social
Responsibility B. The contribution made by a single ad toward building brand equity was notoriously
challenging to measure. Became a favorite on the Eastern seaboard, through Kentucky, Tennessee, and
eventually spread up through the Great Lakes states skirting the big cities and into the Northern Plains of
Minnesota and the Dakotas. During the s, teens and young adults evinced a growing cynicism toward the
dominant work-oriented values of the previous generation and toward corporations more generally. They were
particularly focused on track music and sports trends since these activities were so central to youth culture.
Industry rumors were circulating that CocaCola, Anheuser-Busch, PepsiCo, and Cadbury-Schweppes were
working aggressively to develop functional drinks to tap into this growing segment. Popular two sport games
in U.


